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Introduction
This guide is designed to support teachers and volunteers (hereon after included in
the term ‘teacher’) running English My Way courses for beginner ESOL learners.
The guide covers practical delivery methods and approaches that best enable such
learners to develop their English language abilities. The approaches are inclusive for
learners with a range of different abilities, backgrounds and learning aims.
Although the guide is designed primarily to support teachers who are new to teaching
beginner ESOL learners, if you are a more experienced teacher, you should also find
it useful for reference and refreshing your skills. We have emphasised approaches to
teaching literacy as this is particularly challenging when teaching beginner English
learners with limited literacy skills in any language.
The English My Way programme is specifically for learners resident in the UK,
whose English language abilities are below Entry 1 of the national ESOL core
curriculum.
Participatory Methods
English My Way is designed to include learners as active participators in sessions
in every way possible, rather than passive absorbers of knowledge. This guide
strongly emphasises participatory methods, particularly in relation to planning and
setting up activities that focus attention directly on the learner in the classroom and
away from the teacher. The teacher acts more as a facilitator, setting up activities
throughout the session without playing a central role, while observing and managing
active learner participation through pair and group work at the correct level and
appropriate pace. Learner-led approaches are intended to build learners’ confidence
and create space for them to form a dynamic, supportive community within the
classroom, as well as to empower them to play a more active role within the wider
community.
A key aim of English My Way is to create learning communities where everyone is
equal and has valuable experience to contribute. The teacher brings expertise in
teaching ESOL in the UK; while the learners contribute the experience and
knowledge they have accrued through their own unique and complex lives.
Learners’ expectations of what an ESOL course entails and what the teacher’s role is
may make them reluctant to participate actively. Teachers may have to ‘hand over
power’ gradually. The focus on the balance of power between teachers and learners
means you should, as far as possible, involve learners in making decisions about
room layout, types of activities they find most enjoyable and effective, out of class
activities, break times, timetabling as well as evaluating sessions and assessing their
own work and that of their peers.
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Teacher Talking Time
There should be more learner talk in an effective ESOL class than teacher talk. This
is because “talk is work in an ESOL classroom”1. As such, you will need to use tasks
and methods that maximise opportunities for learners to talk to each other in small
groups as well as in whole class discussions. Make sure everyone gets a chance to
talk and the more confident do not dominate discussions. As English My Way
learners will have limited English language repertoires, you will need to establish
routines and frameworks that encourage them to speak out, regardless of errors and
hesitations. Encouraging mime and gesture, through modelling, can help shed
inhibitions and develop fluency.
Classroom Silences
Beginner ESOL learners may be reluctant to speak for many reasons, including lack
of confidence, not having the words to say what they want and not understanding
what is expected. Very frequently, it is simply because they need more time to
process new language and skills. It is tempting to fill silences by prompting or
rephrasing a request. Resist the temptation. Give learners more time; count to 10 in
your head from the moment you would normally intervene if this helps2.
Creating dialogue with students about language
English My Way learners may speak more than one language and, subsequently,
be aware of differences in language features and structures, even if they cannot
name them. Having discussions about language at any level will help co-construct
meaning and develop a critical awareness of how their new language works.
Noticing language
Another effective ESOL learning technique is noting when learners use particularly
apt, innovative or impressive language. Draw attention to this when appropriate. You
could use board work, quick drills or other activities to highlight the relevant language
at text, sentence and word level for learners take away with them and consciously
include in their growing repertoire.

1

English for Speakers of Other Languages(ESOL) - case studies of provision, learners’ needs
and resources Roberts, C et al NRDC Research Report 2004
http://www.nrdc.org.uk/uploads/documents/doc_302.pdf
2

The above sections draw on findings from the report Whose integration? Bryers, D, Winstanley, B,
Cooke, M, ESOL Nexus, British Council 2013
http://www.kcl.ac.uk/sspp/departments/education/research/ldc/publications/workingpapers/the-papers/WP106Bryers-Winstanley-Cooke-2013-Whose-Integration.pdf
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Syllabus
The English My Way syllabus is divided into nine everyday topics, plus introductory
topics, that cover reading, writing, speaking and listening. These topics can be
integrated with and supplemented by other materials. Learning objectives (called ‘I
can outcomes’) are recycled throughout the syllabus. This is because beginner ESOL
learners need to practise newly acquired language regularly. For example, where a
learner may cover ‘making a request’ by asking for an appointment at the doctor’s in
week 6, he or she may recycle this in week 8 when asking for vegetables in the local
grocer’s.
The order in which the topics are delivered is also flexible to accommodate local
priorities. For example, the order of input, tasks and consolidation in a class in
Slough will be different to one in Blackburn (see example below):
Slough, Session 3 = things I want to do. Session 4 = shopping
Blackburn, Session 3 = shopping. Session 4 = where I live
The diagram below shows the ‘cloud’ of English My Way topics:
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Who are the English My Way Learners?
The Department for Communities and Local Government has funded English My
Way specifically for learners who:
 are operating at beginner levels in spoken English
 have a very limited command of English literacy practices
 are not familiar with the Roman script
 have limited educational experience
This is not to say that the learners will be a homogenous group. They will, of course,
differ greatly in many respects, including:
 abilities read and write in their first / other languages
 learning styles
 prior educational / life experiences
 positions in social / family groups
 confidence
 age
 gender
The programme is not designed for learners who can read and write fluently in a
language that uses the Roman script (such as Italian/ French/ Polish). Teaching
such learners requires different approaches and they would progress more quickly
than learners with limited literacy skills in a Roman script. Learners who are can
read and write to some extent in other scripts (such as Arabic, Bengali or Urdu) are
eligible because, whist they will be able to transfer some of their literacy skills to
reading and writing in English, they need to learn Roman script and sounds and will
require EMW classes to do so.
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Try reading and then writing the different phrases below (each says ‘how are you?’)
to get a taste of the difficulties EMW learners may experience when using a new
script.

Some of the skills required to read or write using a new script include:


The formation and joining of letters



Getting the height and letter width right, in relation to the shape of the word and
the line



Pen control



Letter combinations (that form a different sound) in contrast to single letters



Understanding sound-letter relationships



Correct seating position



Good hand-eye co-ordination



Understanding the direction the script follows (right to left, left to right, top to
bottom)
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Teaching and Learning Approaches
1. DARTs (Directed Activities Related to Text)
DARTs are activities that aim to help learners become active, rather than passive
readers, by interacting and engaging with texts. DARTs activities can be done by
individual learners, pairs or in groups. A single text may be used to create tasks at
different levels to differentiate by ability. There are two main types of DARTs
activities:
Reconstruction Activities

Analysis Activities

As the name suggests, reconstruction
Analysis activities require learners to find
activities involve learners putting a text
and categorise information, for example,
back together, for example, by filling in
by marking or labelling a text or diagram.
missing words, phrases or sentences or
by sequencing pieces of a text in the right
order.
Examples of DARTs activities:
a. Gap fill
Gap fills require learners to fill in missing letters, words, phrases or sentences. For
example:
Original text

My name is Seema and I live in
Bradford. I have two children
and I like walking. Every day I
walk to school with my
children. The school is near my
house.

Modified text

____ name is Seema and I ____ in
Bradford.
I ______ two children and I like
walking.
Every day I ____ to school with
my children.
The school ___ near my house.
have
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b. Sequencing
Sequencing activities require learners to re-order a jumbled text. This can be done
alongside pictures or the whole text to assist meaning. For example:

My name is Seema and I
live in Bradford. I have
two children and I like
walking. Every day I
walk to school with my
children. The school is
near my house.

c.

and I like walking.

and I live in Bradford.

I have two children

The school is near my
house.

Every day I walk to school
with my children

My name is Seema

Grouping & Diagram Completion

This type of activity requires learners to complete an unfinished diagram or label a
finished diagram. For example:
Fruit or vegetable - Label the diagram below:

vegetable
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d

Table completion / categorisation

These activities require learners to add words to a table with ‘category’ headings,
where the words come from a simple text. For example:

Shopping List
apples
parsnips
potatoes
cauliflower
grapes
bananas

e

Fruit

Vegetable

apples

p______________

b______________

parsnips

gr____________

c _______________

Prediction activities

These activities require learners to write the next step or stage, or complete a text.
For example:
My daily routine
1

get up

2

brush my teeth
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?

?

get dressed
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f

Marking text

In these activities, learners have to find and highlight or underline parts of the text
that contain particular information or have a particular meaning. Again this can be
assisted with pictures / visual material. For example:

Things I like / don't like doing

g.

Diagram construction, summarising

Summarising a text or constructing a diagram that explains a text, e.g. simple map
(can be self drawn, local map)

I live near the butcher’s shop and the park.
On the high street the grocer’s shop is next
to the salon. The salon is opposite the park.
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h

Questioning & Answering

Asking or answering questions about a text, map or diagram – geared to level. You
would ask the questions below orally and support the learners to respond by offering
prompts and help them develop fluency by modelling correct language.

Topic C - Out and about



Which shop is opposite the park?



Where is the pet shop?



What colour is the pet shop?



Is the supermarket opposite the petrol station?
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True / false questions

Topic A - All about me

Lal is single.

Yes

No

Mani is married.

Yes

No

Kama is Dev’s cousin.

Yes

No

Bala is Ila’s son.

Yes

No

Pran is Kama’s uncle.

Yes

No

Asha is Pran’s sister.

Yes

No

Learners’ own photographs, if they are happy to show them, are a wonderful
resource for stimulating discussion, as well as for creating family trees.
More examples of DARTs activities can be found in Annex 1.
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2. Paired reading
Overview
In paired reading two learners read a text together, each supporting their partner to
improve their skills. In general one of the pair will be a more proficient reader than
the other. You may have other reasons for pairing particular learners together. The
example below details steps in the paired reading process.

Stages of a typical activity
Demonstration i. Role play the method with a volunteer or more confident reader.
Demonstrate how to support each other and give feedback.
Pairing
students

ii. Pair two learners of different reading abilities together (A being the
stronger reader and B the weaker reader)

Choosing
reading texts

iii. Either give them a text or ask Reader A to choose one. Texts should
appropriate for their proficiency level with no more than about five or
six unfamiliar words. Initially you could use texts written during
language experience, scripts from EMW audio / video resources or
texts you have used in class.
iv. The pair talk about the text – what is it about? What kind of a text is it
– a story, description? Why choose it? If there are illustrations talk
about what they depict.
v. Pairs start by reading the text together. In some models they each
read a couple of sentences in turn stopping to discuss what they
have read. They may discuss the words and phrases and try to work
out the meaning of any that are unfamiliar.

Reading
vi. If they have read to each other the first time, they then read together
with A matching B’s pace. When B feels confident to read
independently
independently he / she signals to A to stop reading and continues to
read alone.
Correction
methods

vii. Reader A does not correct immediately when B makes an error or
hesitates on a word. He / she waits for at least 5 seconds for B to
self-correct before intervening.
viii. Where B does not self-correct a word, A says the word while pointing
to it and asks B to repeat it.
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Resuming
ix. The pair continue to read together till B wants to continue
independently and gives A a non-verbal signal as before.
paired reading
Ending the
session

x. Learners praise each other to end the session, telling each other
what they did well and how they are getting better. At beginner level
learners may not be able to say any more than a word or two of
praise. This is fine. As they progress help them compile a ‘Dictionary
of Praise’ with phrases they could use to acknowledge specific
improvements.

Follow up activities


Concentrate on understanding the whole word and word shapes (just as you
have attempted to do with the non-Roman script on page 7).



Add new words to personal dictionary, probably no more than five at any one
time.



Learners with limited writing skills can be assisted by the teacher / volunteer /
their reading partner to write down new words in their personal dictionary.

Extension activities – at word, sentence and text level
Word level
There are many different activities that can assist learners to internalise knowledge
about words. Whole word recognition is a key step towards becoming a fluent
reader. Using familiar words taken from texts they have been reading encourages
learners to look for patterns, size, shape and length. New learners can be helped to
develop the fine motor skills they need for writing by drawing a ‘frame’ around the
word, or putting the words on a coloured background and cutting round them. They
could turn these over and match the shape to words on a page.
A very simple first step might be to get learners to match words, typed or written in
different colours to provide more help. They could either match the words using a
line to join them or cut them up to arrange beside their match.
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is

My name is...

my

name

My

name

is

My
name
is

Although grammar is not a priority at this stage, you could use particular colours
consistently for parts of speech e.g. brown for verbs, blue for nouns and green for
pronouns. So learners gradually become aware that they fit into different categories.
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Sentence level
Sentences can also be cut up and used to:


Match against the text (see below)



Match against an image or photo



Order words to reconstruct the sentence



Insert punctuation

My name is Seema.

My name is Seema.

I live in Bradford.

I live in Bradford.

I have two children.

I have two children.

I like walking.
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Text level
Reconstructing text using gap fill activities - concentrating on particular areas of
need or focus:

____ name is Seema and I ____ in Bradford.

I ______ two children and I like walking.

Everyday I ____ to school with my children.

The school ___ near my house.

have
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3. Language Experience Approach (LEA)

Overview
Language Experience can be used one-to-one, with small groups or a class. It is a
whole language approach that develops reading and writing skills through writing
learners’ personal experiences. Beginners respond particularly well as it centres on
them and enables them to express themselves in their own voice.
In a language experience activity:


Texts are produced by learners



All four skills are covered – reading, writing, speaking & listening



Learners set the level of difficulty by using language they know



All learning is tailored to learners’ needs and interests

Key stages in Language Experience


The teacher sets the scene with a learner (or learners) using an in- or out-of
class-activity, or an incident or memory they want to talk about. You could also
use pictures that are meaningful to the learner/s



The teacher asks lots of open questions (ones that need more than a yes, no or
other one word answer) about the subject.



The learner/s describe the experience to the teacher who transcribes what they
say. As far as possible try to use the learner’s own words. However, it is unlikely
that beginner learners will be able to produce even short sentences that are
reasonably correct. So, if learners say “Yesterday, go park...” you would say
“Okay, so ... Yesterday I (or we) went to the park.” The words still belong to the
learner/s but they now see and hear a correct model of language.



The learner or learners see the transcription while it is being written – on paper,
an overhead, board or smart board. In group work they can each have a copy of
the completed text.



The transcription provides the content for other reading and writing activities,
which could follow immediately or in a later session depending on the amount of
language that has been generated.
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Language Experience in groups
You can decide if you want to transcribe learners’ sentences (i) after an experience is
completed or (ii) while it is taking place.


Learners share an experience within or outside the classroom (e.g. a visit to the
local leisure centre).



If you or the learners have phones with a recording facility you could record
their comments while on an outing.



As a follow on from the experience the teacher may ask particular learners to
describe their experience while transcribing what they say (at EMW level this
will be minimal).



In general, in LEA, the scribe writes down exactly what is said without making
corrections but you can use your judgement. You may want to leave minor
errors in the first instance. With beginner learners it is more likely that you will
need to check back to clarify what was said and model the correct language.



You could also draw attention to areas that need correcting by sensitively
pointing out an error and invite learners to suggest alternatives. This could be
work well if the error relates to language features they have recently covered.



The teacher then transfers the key pieces of text into an activity for learners.



For example, groups brainstorm leisure activities under Topic J Things I want to
do using the transcribed sentences from learners. Groups then work together
to develop a short written account of their version of the experience.



Learners can either dictate while the teacher or volunteer transcribes, or
learners can work together as a group to write an account, or cut it up and
reconstruct the text.



When the text is completed learners can read it aloud in pairs or small groups or
to the whole class.

During
Learners tell the teacher what they are doing as an activity is going on (while the
teacher / volunteer transcribes)
or
The teacher narrates the experience as it is happening, focusing on key language
elements in relation to the experience.
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Examples of LEA activities suitable EMW
Within the classroom

Outside the classroom

 Food tasting

 Visit to the supermarket

 Local mapping

 Going on a country / town walk

 Food guessing

 A picnic

 Craft making

 Visiting a museum, gallery, garden
centre / park

Considerations


Correction is not important while the utterance is being transcribed



Length is not important

Post Language Experience example activities
Reconstructing learners’ sentences
A language experience activity based on a visit to a leisure centre as part of Topic J,
will include sentences that could be used to focus on word order. For example a
learner may say ‘I like swimming’ which is transcribed as:
‘Farida likes swimming.’ Learners could then discuss how changing the word order to
‘Swimming likes Farida.’ alters the meaning.
Transcribing the text onto card then cutting out each word separately, including the
full stops, will provide plenty of material for reconstructing sentences, practising
punctuation and creating new sentences.

Adapted from the Adult ESOL Core Curriculum (Rs/E1 – reading, sentence level)

See also the DARTs activities
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4. Choral / Group Reading

Overview
Choral reading helps build learners' fluency, self-confidence, vocabulary knowledge,
motivation, and enjoyment of text; it can also enhance the sense of being part of a
group.
It enables learners to:


develop fluency



sound out (pronounce slowly through breaking down) problematic words



make connections between sound and written script – letters, syllables, spelling



get a feel for breaks marked by punctuation



establish rhythm in reading



gain confidence

Project a text on a screen or smartboard for everyone to see clearly. The teacher
leads the group in reading a text out aloud together. This would be very effective
using a text that has been constructed in a group language experience session and
before any paired reading takes place.
Anyone who feels nervous or self-conscious about reading out loud will benefit from
choral reading as they are likely to be less inhibited as just one of a group.
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Stages of choral reading are detailed below:

Scene setting
Set the scene
using visuals,
key words,
video / audio
asset. For
example:
Technology in
our lives (using
pictures of
computers,
iphones,
tablets)

Tutor reading

Tutor first
reads the text
aloud to the
class / group
while running
his/her finger
under the
words

English My Way Teacher Guide

Choral reading

Tutor and
class read
together

Focus on text
features
(optional)
Where
planned,
tutors can
focus on
particular
parts of the
reading capital letters
and full stops,
vocabulary,
sentence
structure,
word endings

Pair work

Students work in
pairs from copies
of the text.
Tutor monitors
pairs
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5. Writing frames
Overview
Writing frames are outlines that give learners a structure, or scaffold, as a starting
point for writing a text. Each outline consists of different words or key phrases,
depending on the particular text-type that is being scaffolded. They prevent learners
from being phased by a blank sheet of paper, which would prove particularly difficult
for low-level literacy / EMW learners.
Examples of writing frames for EMW learners could include:
 A short note to a friend
 A birthday card
 A simple form
 A simple postcard
 A short e mail

When planning writing frames teachers should consider:
 The genre of the writing – note or postcard
 the aim of the writing activity – to say hello to a friend, introduce yourself, say
happy birthday
 the language required to communicate the text (the language that underpins

the text) – e.g. structures such as present simple

Examples of writing frames:
i. Birthday Card
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ii. Framework for writing a personal account to demonstrate the difference between
first (I get up) and third person (he / she gets up) when describing routines.
My routine is the same everyday

In the morning I ….

_get up______________________________________________

____________________________________________________

and my son /
daughter …..

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
In the afternoon I
…

and my son or
daughter …..

In the evening I …

and my son or
daughter …..

have

____________________________________________________

go__________________________________________________
_

goes

____________________________________________________
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iii. Framework for consolidating vocabulary

My favourite season

My favourite season is winter / spring / summer / autumn because it is
snowy / warm / hot / cool.

In winter / spring / summer / autumn I like to go walking / go out / sit
inside with my friends / husband / wife / children / family

My favourite season
My favourite season is _________________because it is
_____________________ .

In _____________________ I like to ______________with my
____________________________ .
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6. Process Writing
Overview
In process writing learners create, draft and edit their own work with the help of their
teacher who does not correct the work. This can be done at any level.
Inaccuracies, spelling and grammatical errors are all accepted in process writing, as
they are understood to be part of the developmental process.

Method
The beginner writer will often use a variety of ways to communicate their message
when writing, which can range from illustrations, wiggles, invented spellings or other
representations of words. It is important that learners feel comfortable using these
representations in order to develop.
Materials


Journal / diary



Writing folder



Unlined paper



Feedback sheets

Any of the above material can be used when setting up process writing sessions. The
best of these is a personal or class journal / diary which can later be replaced with a
writing folder where completed work is kept. Unlined paper is especially useful to
beginning writers, who may communicate their messages using illustrations, pictures,
diagrams and then later progress edited work to lined paper.
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Feedback
When learners complete their text many of them will have lines, wiggles, invented
spelling, and other representations for words. This is a good opportunity to have
them "read" their stories out loud, either to you, their partner, group or class.
Through this process the teacher pulls away from a didactic approach to a more
facilitative role, which helps learners to be more independent writers (and feel
comfortable about writing without input all of the time). Below are some dos and
don’ts to consider with process writing.
Do


Use a systematic, standardised approach to the written feedback you give –
such as a ‘correction’ code. See example below
Sp

Wrong word

grammar

spelling

missing word

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO USE THESE CODES. It’s important that your approach to
feeding back is in line with your overall targets and doesn’t keep changing throughout
the duration of the course. Too many changes may confuse your learners.


Offer comment at the end of the text, not only on the language but also on the
content, e.g. Nice handwriting Farida, Great work Miho, Good new words, I like your story,
You have a lovely family, This is so funny, What a great day etc.



Operate a smiley / visual system whereby learners can instantly see that more
work is needed or not, e.g.  - this again is in negotiation with your learners.

Don’t


Grade / score – no 8/10, 5/10.



Correct learners’ work yourself. It is important they correct work themselves.



Use red colour.



Keep changing your correction approach. You should keep the same approach
throughout.
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Where appropriate you can ask learners to read their work (to the class or in groups)
while you demonstrate the full interpretation of the text – pointing out what they did
correctly to the rest of the group.
At the end of the course, learners often value their journals because they can
visually see the progress they have made.
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7. Using Video and Audio Assets
As EMW includes the use of online video and audio assets, it is important to consider
how best these can be exploited. Below is an example of how both audio and video
assets can be supported by a variety of methods that instruct, reinforce / consolidate
and practise key vocabulary and structures through the mode of listening.
The development of listening skills can be approached in a similar way to reading
and writing skills. Depending on the focus of the session, teachers will decide the text
level on which they want to concentrate.

It’s important to remember that at beginner level, listening for detail is a skill that
initially requires a high level of contextualisation. These assets have been carefully
designed to offer language in context using the real voices from local communities
within the UK that carry meaningful and relevant language at a level suitable for
EMW learners.
Video, vox pops and audio activities can be used at any stage in a session – at the
beginning to introduce a topic, during the session to set up or develop an activity and
at the end of to consolidate the learning or as a cooler and to stimulate ideas for out
of class practice.
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Ideas for incorporating a video asset in a session

Establish the focus of what is to be
gleaned from the asset

Is language being revised or presented for
the first time?

Pre-teach key words if necessary or
play the video and elicit what the
learners understand and what they
need to learn.

Use whole class, group, pair work, oral or
DARTs activities.

Scene setting

Using DARTs, realia, whole class, pair or
group work. Screen shots from the video
asset can also be used to set the scene.

Decide the level of text focus

You may choose to play the whole video or
part of it, depending on learners’ needs.

Text level examples

The transcripts for all the videos can be used
for:

Sentence level examples



DARTs’ activities, such as cutting up and
re-sequencing the text.



As a stimulus for a language experience
activity. For example, the What I want to
do video could be the starting point for
co-creating texts that connect to learner
aspirations. All about me could be the
inspiration for learners to tell their own
story, starting with a couple of sentences
to which they could return and develop.



Controlled speaking and listening
activities: repeating the dialogues in
pairs, choral reading, oral
comprehension.



To prepare for freer activities such as role
play and group discussion.

True / false
Gap fill activities
Re-ordering sentences
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Creating their own vox pops, which could be
recorded using a camera phone eg
‘I want to ______’ based on the What I want
to do video, or ‘I buy _______’ based on the
Shopping video. Learners with the least
English could just repeat what they heard or
be given picture prompts of words they had
learnt earlier.

Word level example

Support through DARTs – word anagrams,
reconstructing and tracing key words
Word and picture matching
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i. Video activities
It is easy to make short videos easily available devices such as smart phones.
Make it fun and help learners forget their inhibitions freeing them up to use the
language they have learnt and create a valuable record of their progress.
using

Video activity
Based on the Healthcare topic
Suggested material


Video recorder / mobile phone recorders.



Connector cable (to laptop / smart board).



Sound facility.



Authentic material – e.g. medicine (pill containers, plasters etc).



Flashcards / vocabulary cards with target words / phrases and / or pictures of
target language.

Vocabulary cards can be organised into groups – e.g. vocabulary / phrases
Aim: Role play as a means of consolidating topic based vocabulary
Scenario: The pharmacy
Procedure:
Watch the Healthcare video and fully exploit the opportunities for language
development using the suggestions above (DARTs, language experience, choral
reading and so on).
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1. Hold up the flash cards / vocabulary cards / or display them enlarged on a board /
smartboard / screen and check that all learners understand them.
2. Rehearse the role play between yourself (teacher) and volunteer or learner (one
of the most confident). Check that learners have understood the task.
3. Ask a confident learner or volunteer to video the role play and repeat it.
4. Ask your learners to work in pairs.
5. Hand out the vocabulary / flashcards to each pair.
6. Play back the new video to the class and ask learners to pull out the expressions
/ vocabulary used. Any new vocabulary can be written on the board.
7. Ask pairs start their role play, using the vocabulary / flashcards to help them.
8. If learners are willing and you have sufficient time and video cameras / phones
with video cameras ask for learners to take it in turns to video the role plays.
9. Show the videos to the class, or to the pairs and provide feedback on what they
have done well. Encourage positive peer feedback too. Note any weaknesses to
pick up on in a later session.
It goes without saying that no unwilling learners should feel obliged to be videoed.
However, those who do not want to be filmed may be willing to be behind the
camera. Assure learners that no-one else will see their videos without their
permission (make sure you have this, or delete the videos after learners have viewed
themselves). Foster an encouraging and fun atmosphere and you may find that your
learners will say more than they believe they know.
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ii. Vox pops
Vox pops are short films of people giving brief comments, opinions and ideas on
every day topics. For EMW learners these would be minimal, still reflecting the
popular voice, but at sentence level – one or two sentences delivered quite slowly
and clearly, yet naturally.

Examples of vox pops sentences

Topic I – Me and my child’s school

Ideas when using vox pops assets:
 use the transcript of the video asset to make vox pop sentence cards
 ask learners (working in groups or pairs) to put the sentences in the same order
as the vox pops
or
 add new sentences and ask learners to identify which ones were used in the vox
pops.
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8. Role play
There are a number of ways in which role play can be used:
Role play as a follow up to a language
presentation, an audio / video asset,
language experience activity

This can also follow on DARTs when the
language focus is fixed

Role play as a lead in or follow up to a
reading or writing activity

e.g. All about me – learners act out their
introductions, also to be used in
conjunction with DARTs

Free style / task based role play

Role play without planning based on a
task to achieve through role play e.g. to
rehearse language, a learner suggests –
“I want to invite my neighbour’s child to
play with my child/ren”

Stages of setting up a role play activity
1. Demonstrate the role play between yourself (teacher) and volunteer or learner
(choose a strong, confident learners to help you with the demonstration).
2. Make the task clear to the class so they understand what they must do.
3. If using flashcards / vocabulary cards, hold up the cards or display them enlarged
on the overhead / smartboard. The task card in annex 1 also offers further ideas.
4. Ask your learners to work in pairs to practise their role play.
5. Students in pairs start their role play, using the vocabulary / flashcards to help
them (where needed). More confident learners can perform the role play without
the cards.
6. Feedback to the class through concentrating on key vocabulary and positive parts
of the role play.
Role play is a powerful learning strategy at any level as it focuses solely on learner
output thus improving learner confidence in speaking and listening. Natural
conversation will take time to develop between learners and there will be stops and
starts, pauses and some silences. In these instances teachers / volunteers can offer
cards as a cue. Where the learner has difficulty reading the cue, the teacher /
volunteer can invite help (shouting out) from the rest of the class.
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9. The EMW dictionary
Word

Translation /
picture or drawing

Example

name

My name is Seema

bananas

I buy bananas at
the market.

house

I live in a house.

A learner dictionary gives learners the opportunity to personalise and take control of
their learning while operating at their own level. You can use it during or after a class
session. They could use a small exercise book, the back of their learner notebooks or
pages in their folders if they use them.
Learners can choose whether to include a translation or just a simple English
definition. Support them to write a sample sentence using the word – this is a very
helpful memory jogger. English My Way resources include small pictures from the
topic that they can cut and paste into their dictionaries. You could download images
from the web, or suggest they draw an image to represent a word or phrase.
Encourage learners to add useful words or phrases they hear or need outside the
class, even they are not sure of the spelling. Make time where possible for them to
share and work out the meaning with their classmates and with your support. You
can use the words in their learner dictionaries as a resource for different learning
games and activities. A Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check3 page would also be a useful
addition to the dictionary.

3

see Resource A3 in the Daily Life topic
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10. Creating class maps
Mapping activities can represent a variety of ‘places’ for learners. They are not
restricted to roads and streets on a traditional map but extend to other places that
learners create4.
You will need a lot of space for working on mapping activities with learners. A surface
large enough for the page to expand and one where learners can gather round / see
what is happening is recommended.
For example, Topic E, Where I live - learners can use mapping either prior to a
language experience activity, or afterwards as a means of gathering more language
(to inform writing). The key places, features of the neighbourhood will have been
gathered (either on a list or mentally).
Different colours, textures, patterns, beads can represent different things with
learners inputting new places along the way, including where they live, cars and
general activity along the road. Mapping activities can inform process writing,
language experience and DARTs activities. Other examples of maps are:


Shopping – situating where shops are, situating where products are in shops,
creating a class supermarket map



My child’s school – marking the facilities and space schools have



The doctor’s surgery / health centre



My house – detailing the rooms and room contents



Time maps such as learning journeys, my life – detailing past, present and future
events in one’s life.

4

For more information and illustrations of creating group maps download http://www.reflectaction.org/~reflecta/sites/default/files/u5/Reflect%20for%20ESOL%20Resource%20Pack.pdf
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Annex 1 – Example role play card
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Annex 2 – Further DARTs activities
Topic D - Shopping

DARTs approach

Example 1
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Example 2

Vegetable

Example 3
Match the capital letters with the lower case letters.

Annex 3 - Mind mapping example
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You could use ‘brainstorming’ or ‘word showers’ to unlock how many words or phrases
learners know about a topic. A mind map is a good way of organising the vocabulary and
showing relationships to make them more memorable. You can do this directly on a flipchart,
board or screen, use sticky notes or an online tool such as coggle.it which is free and easy to
use.
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Annex 4 Useful materials for EMW classes

Writing
implements

Paper

Realia

Other

lined paper

thicker based /
gripped pens

images, including
learners’ photos

sticky tape /
masking tape
glue sticks

unlined paper

large marker pens

items from topic

blank books for
project & journal
work

different coloured
felt tip pens

maps – world, UK
in particular

sticky notes in
different colours if
possible (e.g. postits)
scissors

street map of the
local area / city /
town
timetables – bus,
train, sports centre

coloured string or
wool (e.g. for
creating a class
map)

picture and letter
flashcards

leaflets / fliers from
local services,
including
education
providers, and
amenities

coloured card

flipchart paper / large
sheets of paper

magazines (e.g.
free from
supermarkets)

tracing paper

pencils
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